In just the same way the thousands of successive positions of a runner are contracted into one sole symbolic
attitude, which our eye perceives, which art reproduces, and which becomes for everyone the image of a man
who runs.
-Henri Bergson

Notes on Nina Kurtelaʼs Transformance: The Time Machine, Cubism, and some beginnerʼs
Meta-Physics By Kandis Williams of tanzCOLLECTED, Berlin 2013

Nina Kurtelaʼs work often deals with a primal confrontation between the various economic
divisions of labor and artistic production. While I documented her 2012 ”Interiors” for the X –
Choregrafen, Tanz Im August festival in Berlin, I was struck by the cleverness of her performance.
While other performers and organizers of the Festival were rushing to correct budgets and
produce performances- Kurtelaʼs performance marked a single flippant response to the urgency
and narcissism of theatrical production. She slept in a free-standing display case on
Kurfurstendamm. The piece was made up of re-actions, the choreographic score became the
differences in the motivations of each viewer- some expecting to see a ʻdanceʼ and some
expecting to see products and advertisings, all looked to the spot where she slept a stage. This
very simple action made transparent a single, pared-down role of the performer; that of
being/object staged to be re-acted to by an audience.

Watching Transformance (2010), I was immediately cued in to the contrast between the clock
punching, bustling presence of construction workers and the more meandering occupation of the
space by a few dancers and by Kurtela herself. When sitting down to write this essay I thought of
focusing on this paradox, on the ways that
these bodies are coded by their intended
labors

while

moving
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the

captured by Kurtelaʼs cable release.
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While

there could be very much unpacked within the
piece about the dancerʼs Abhängigkeit with the
stage, as well as the conventions of theater,
and

the

impossibility

of

ephemerality

in

contemporary movement studies since Muybridgeʼs Human Figures in Motion; what I found more
complicated was the present effectiveness of time lapse video as a form born out of movement
and audience. As every first year video student or Discovery Channel viewer knows that it has
much to do with the display of duration; as a popular format, whether it is used for documenting
movement/activity or decay/collapse- the time lapse has something deeper to do with the
reconciliation of sensations private and internal with the nature of sensation itself. The desire is
there to somehow to show all states of an object at once. By creating a work of choreography
through such means, Kurtelaʼs Transformance is more confrontational than its single point
perspective shot introduces it as.

Calling to mind Paul Thekʼs Technological Relequaries,

Tehching Hsiehʼs One Year Performances; the sweeping the fast motion shots of the city in
Geofrey Reggioʼs Koyaanisqatsi, with Transformance the camera sees Kurtela moving in every
dimension that she as one body can control while simultaneously the time lapse photography
admits to the viewer that there is one dimension to which we are all beholden, the fourth
dimension, time.

Re-watching George Palʼs The Time Machine (1960), based on HG Wells 1895 novel of the
same title. A sound bite that went something like, “Why is it that we normally ignore the 4

th

dimension? You see we can move in the other three; upwards, forwards, backwards, even
sideways- but when it comes to time we are prisoners,“ gave a lynchpin for the unpacking of
Kurtelaʼs performance outside of the discourse on spectatorship and contemporary dance.
Transformance is itʼs simplicity shows us the stage being built, the audience is implied in the
construction of the space- that this work will amount to a space that will be filled with people
watching performers gives a logic to the mise-en-scène. The presence of the dancer in the
absence of this audience is indeed also an admission of the dancer as a both a product of and a
site for the potential of display. This is a quiet elusive way of representing the dancerʼs separation

for the audience and the theater, of placing the dancer
outside of spectatorship and convention; yet showing
her resistant and persistently occupying a space
where there is an unquestionable relationship that all
bodies experience- the inescapability of ascent and
descent inherited in age, atrophy, the directional
movement within our own molecules towards death.
Transformance turns the theater into a hypercube of
this experience, almost an equation of the square root
of the mechanism of theater times or divided by the
social construction of the places of spectacle by the
physical dimension and structure of the stage itself.
Within this hypercube, Kurtela creates a time machine
in which to situate herself as a consequence of the
theater, an objective within the fourth dimension. It is
this sense of the dancer as an object that is static in
time, of a form trained in itʼs own mechanics, the dancer as the embodiment of the body that is
relayed in Kurtelaʼs video. The flatness of the screen and its limitations in representing
experience are also exploited through the painterly aspects of the time lapse.

Considering the 1956 short film "The
Mystery of Picasso”, in which director
Henri-Georges Clouzot filmed the painter
making several pictures that were then
burned after the filming; within this early
time lapse we see a blurred but natural
technological extension of cubism. It is
this Simultaneity possessed in cubism
that Transformance uses to express the
duality of the contemporary dancerʼs position within the convention of theater. Through plotting
out the construction of the stage at Uferstudios in Berlin over one year, Transformance contains
and illustrates that the constant metaphysical properties of performance are invoking the erection
of physical spaces, charged and changing over time- time here can be eons or the one year it
takes to build a studio stage in Berlin, the oscillation between these periods is made clear by the

single performer as a testament and witness.
My mind drifting through the 7 minutes into the field that maybe was Uferstudios preconstruction
and followed the dancer straight through the rabbit hole and into the many uses of such a spacethat is into the multiple potentials of performance.

I found this from French philosopher Henri Bergson (1859-1941) who is credited with
inspiring Cubism, from his book Creative Evolution 1907:
The universe endures. The more we study the nature of time, the more we shall comprehend that
duration means invention, the creation of forms, the continual elaboration of the absolutely
new...The same is even more obviously true of the objects cut out by our perception. The distinct
outlines which we see in an object, and which give it its individuality, are only the design of a
certain kind of influence that we might exert on a certain point of space: it is the plan of our
eventual actions that is sent back to our eyes, as though by a mirror, when we see the surfaces
and edges of things. Suppress this action, and with it consequently those main directions which
by perception are traced out for it in the entanglement of the real, and the individuality of the body
is re-absorbed in the universal interaction which, without doubt, is reality itself.
Kurtelaʼs work acts like a Cubist portrait of the dancer in its seamless rendering of the experience
of Time and the conditions it imposes upon objects. She overlaps states of change and by letting
the dancer move through these states unaffected, and holding the ability to create snapshots of
transformation and to re-organize both time and space- she calls to the metaphysical elements of
dance itself. Transformance points to an often neglected element of dance, the video illustrates
through layering the absences and constructions between performer, audience, and theater; the
collective collapse of all three within Time- ceaselessly changing.

